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ABSTRACT

Network security has become an important issue in organization, business and public data handling and has grown exponentially in recent times. The threats to the valuable information on the network are becoming more widespread and more sophisticated. The ‘SYN’ field in the TCP segment reflects the status of the socket setup. This ‘SYN’ bit if set by unauthorized process can prevent genuine users from getting connected. This work focuses on secure communication between end-points terminal and protect information during transmission. In this paper, DES algorithm is implemented on ARM processor using embedded C and provides better efficiency with hardware implementation is demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the network security landscape, there are various types of threatening attacks against which defending techniques are required. As the entire world is no more in the absence of Internet, Security under the Thirsty-For-Research criteria. As the usage of Network for the majority of our applications increases, the risks against security also get increased. Amongst the threatening attacks, the Denial-of-Service (Dos) rocks up. This is clear from a statement from Incapsula that “In the 2013-2014 DDoS Threat Landscape Report, the security firm found that DDoS attacks that request network connections using larger-than-normal SYN packets have become very popular and now account for more than 51 percent of large-bandwidth attacks” and also a web security firm in Incapsula added that ‘Large-packet and reflection attacks ratchet up the bandwidth of denial-of-service in the first three months of 2014”. As such, the Distributed Denial of Service is taken into consideration in this work. And also, there exists various techniques to attain DDoS. Amongst SYN flooding is a type of measure to attain DDoS and hence is used in this work

In this work, the technique of “SYN Flood” is used to achieve DOS. A SYN flood tries to exhaust states in the TCP/IP stack. Since TCP maintains reliable connections, each connection needs to be tracked somewhere. The TCP/IP stack in the kernel handles this, but it has a finite table that can only track so many incoming connections. A SYN flood uses spoofing to take advantage of this limitation. The attacker floods the victim’s system with many SYN packets, using a spoofed nonexistent source address. Since a SYN packet is used to initiate a TCP connection, the victim’s machine will send a SYN/ACK packet to the spoofed address in response and wait for the expected ACK response. Each of these waiting, half-open connections goes into a backlog queue that has limited space. Since the spoofed source addresses don’t actually exist, the ACK responses needed to remove these entries from the queue and complete the connections never come. Instead, each half-open connection must time out, which takes a relatively long time.

As long as the attacker continues to flood the victim’s system with spoofed SYN packets, the victim’s backlog queue will remain full, making it nearly impossible for real SYN packets to get to the system and initiate valid TCP/IP connections (refer figure1).

Security measures are to be taken against the attack.
A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is characterized in the cloud network by explicitly making an attempt to prevent the legitimate users of a service from accessing it and disable the computer from the network. As shown in fig2, in DoS, when a computer and its network connection or the computers and the network of the websites it access are targeted, the attacker could prevent the access to the email, websites, online accounts, banking etc. A heavy traffic is created by flooding with large quantity of external communication requests or traffic. Increased traffic causes unavailability of resources and hence the denial of service happens to occur.

A Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack is a DoS in which a multitude of compromised systems attack a single target. Examples of DoS include flooding a network creating network traffic and avoiding legitimate traffic, to disrupt connections between two machines, preventing a particular host to access service, illegal uses of resources like using anonymous ftp area for the storing of illegal copies of commercial software, consuming disk space etc.

Amongst the variety of forms of DoS attacks, the basic types of attacks include the consumption of scarce and limited resources, destruction and alteration of configuration information and physical destruction or alteration of network components. SYN flood attack, using forged User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets to connect the echo service on one machine to the Character Generation Protocol (CHARGEN) service on another machine, resulting in consuming the entire bandwidth between them, generating a large number of packets and directed to the network as basically ICMP echo packets but in principle nothing, consuming the resources like using the limited data structures available to hold process information as similar to process identifiers, process table entries, process slots etc., generating excessive number of mail messages, generating to be logged errors, intentionally placing files in anonymous areas or network shares, causing the system to crash or become unstable by sending unexpected data over the network, attacks in printers, tape devices, network connections etc. and similar forms the former category of the type of attack. The next phase of the types of attack overwhelms with the changing the routing information in the routers and making the network disabled, modifying the windows registry on a Windows NT machine and making certain functions unavailable etc. and hence dealing the improperly configured computer issues. The later part of the categorization put forth the security issues in physical with unauthorized access to computers, routers, network wiring closets, network backbone segments, power and cooling stations and the similar critical components.

The hacker begins the assailant by exploiting vulnerability in one computer system and it is made as the DDoS Master. The attack master, also known as the bot master recurrently identifies and infects other vulnerable systems with malware. Eventually, the hacker instructs the controlled machines to launch an attack against a specified target. The outpouring of packets to the target causes DoS. A computer under the control of an intruder is said to be a Zombie or bot. Group of co-opted computers is a Zombie army. The users of the computers in the Zombie army are unaware that they are affected. They perform the work of the user in simultaneous with the process of the hacked activity. The Kapersky labs and Symantec have identified botnets as the largest threat to internet security rather than the spam, virus, worms, etc. Thus, “Denial of
Service Attack” (DOS Attack) is a major type of attack, the cloud network faces today, in which, interruption or suspension of service is experienced.

3. SYN FLOODING

Amongst the various types of DoS attacks, SYN flooding forms the major part. This attack became well known in 1966 and variations of it are seen still. Any service that binds to and listens on a TCP socket is potentially vulnerable to TCP SYN flooding attacks. In addition to attacks launched at specific hosts, this attack could also be launched against the router or other network systems if the hosts enable the TCP services like echo.

For any TCP connection to begin with for communication, the TCP provides a good feature of authorization. When the client requests the server for any data, the server authenticates it. An initial authorization is usually made for the connection to begin with, i.e., the 3-way Handshake protocol is made use of.

The TCP SYN-RECEIVED state is used to indicate that the connection is only half open and the legitimacy of the request is still in question. The significant characteristic to make a note of is that the TCB is allocated based on reception of the SYN packet before the connection is fully established before the entire authentication of the initiator. This situation leads to a clear potential DoS attack where incoming SYNs cause the allocation of so many TCBs that a host kernel memory is exhausted. In order to avoid this memory exhaustion OS generally associate a backlog parameter with a listening socket that sets a limit to the number of TCBs simultaneously in the SYN-RECEIVED state. But, this too has given rise to the next criteria which itself is vulnerable to an attack. When the backlog gets filled up, new service connections couldn't be entertained until and otherwise any TCB gets rid of the SYN-RECEIVED state. Hence, the ultimate intention of the TCP SYN flooding attack is to fill the entire backlog by sending enough SYN packets. The attacker uses fake IP addresses, so that no response could be triggered to update the TCB from getting rid of the SYN-RECEIVED state. In the meantime TCP waits for a long time before reaping the half opened connections, service is denied to the application process on the listener for legitimate new TCP connection requests (refer figure 5)
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF SYN FLOODING

4.1. SSH

Socket Secure Shell (SSH) is UNIX based command interface. It provides an open protocol for securing network communications with authentication, encryption and data integrity. Secure shell client/server solutions provide command shell, file transfer and data tunneling services for TCP/IP applications. Combat of Password theft and other security threats can be achieved as the network connection between the client and server is encrypted. In precise, SSH is an insecure network.

The protocols include SSH transport layer protocol, SSH user authentication protocol and SSH Connection protocol.

SSH transport layer protocol provides server authentication, confidentiality and integration services like compression etc. SSH user authentication protocol provides client side user authentication and runs on top of the SSH transport layer protocol. SSH connection protocol multiplexes the secure tunnel provided by SSH transport layer protocol and user authentication protocol. These logical channels can be used for secure interactive shell sessions, TCP port forwarding, carrying X11 connections etc.

The functionality of secure shell includes secure command shell, secure file transfer and port forwarding.

In this powerful software based approach to network security, it itself automatically encrypts and decrypts the data, resulting in transparent encryption, i.e., users unaware of their data gets encrypted and decrypted.
Secure command shell or remote logon allows editing files, viewing the contents of directories and accessing the custom db applications. It helps to remotely start batch jobs, start, and view or stop services and processes, create user account, change permissions to files and directories etc.

Tunneling or Port forwarding is a tool to provide security to TCP/IP connections. After port forwarding is setup, SSH reroutes traffic from a program (client) and sends it across the encrypted tunnel, then delivers it to a program on other side (server). Multiple applications can transmit data over a single multiplexed channel, eliminating the need to open additional vulnerable ports on firewall or router.

Secure File Transfer Protocol is a separate protocol layered over SSH protocol. It encrypts the username / password and data being transferred. As well as it uses the same port as the SSH server. Network Address Translation could be avoided using this.

There are many security benefits on using SSH. The Authentication of the user and that of the Host is also facilitated with SSH. Data Encryption and Data Integrity could be well performed using SSH.

However, the threats addressed by SSH include Eavesdropping or Packet Sniffing, Man-in-the-middle attack and Insertion & Replay attacks.

4.2. OPENSSH

OpenSSH[OpenBerkeley Software Distribution Secure Shell] is a free version of the SSH connectivity tools. It provides secure tunneling capabilities and several authentication methods, and supports all SSH protocol versions. It could also be elucidated as a set of computer programs providing encrypted communication sessions over a computer network using the SSH protocol. It is developed by the Open BSD project as an open source alternative to the SSH. OpenSSH replaces rlogin and telnet with ssh, rcp with scp and ftp with sftp. The included is sshd(server side) and utilities like ssh_add, ssh_agent, ssh_keysign, ssh_keyscan, ssh_keygen and sftp_server.

The features of OpenSSH include various factors. This open source project has free licensing. It provides strong encryption to be concatenated and some of the techniques include 3DES (Data Encryption Standard), Blowfish, AES(Advanced Encryption Standard) and Arcfour. With the supporting feature X11 forwarding, encryption of X Window system Traffic is possible. Encrypting the channels for the legacy protocols is supported with the Port Forwarding. There are strong Authentication techniques like the Public key method, One_Time Passwords method and the Kerberos authentication.

The agent forwarding is possible with the Single_Sign_On process. It is a good Interoperable tool compliance within the SSH 1.3, 1.5 and 2.0 protocol standards. The SFTP Client and Server support is available in both SSH1 and SSH 2 protocols. It is featured with Kerberos and AFS Ticket Passing. Data Compression is also essentially available with OpenSSH.

4.2.1. Steps to Configure OpenSSH:

1. Install openssh.exe software by downloading from this link Open command prompt as administrator.
2. Go to the OpenSSH directory (C:\Program Files (x86)\OpenSSH) in command prompt.
3. Go to etc Directory (“cd etc”).
4. Type command “edit ssdh_config” or open the ssdh_config file using WordPad in folder (C:\Program Files (x86)\OpenSSH\bin\).
5. In file ssdh_config default ListenAddress is 0.0.0.0
6. To change the ipaddress of the windows system to ListenAddress and remove the symbol (#) in the sshd_config file and save it.

ListenAddress <ip_windows_machine>

**Note:** <ip_windows_machine> - ip address of the windows system.

**4.2.2. Steps to get the server running:**

Below is a step by step process to get the server running and the screenshot is shown below.

**Note:** Enter the below commands in windows command prompt

```
mkgroup -l >> ..\etc\group
mkpasswd -l >> ..\etc\passwd
chown <username> *
chown <username> *
chown <username> *
chacl ..\usr\sbin

>net start opensshd
```
4.3. LIBNET

Libnet is a generic networking API that provides access to several protocols. The installation includes the following steps:

```
# ./configure
# make
# make install
```

4.3.1. Libnet Library Functions:

The following libnet library functions are used.

- **libnet_init_packet();**
  This function is used to allocate memory for packets.

- **libnet_get_prand();**
  The function is used to obtain pseudo-random numbers for various IP fields.

- **libnet_seed_prand();**
  The function is used to seed the randomizer. In main program while loop the function `libnet_seed_prand()` will generate random ip address.

- **libnet_build_ip();**
  The function is used to prepare the ip headers.

- **libnet_write_ip();**
  The function is used to send the injected packet to the host ip address.

6. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

- Connect on Ubuntu system (by below given command) to port 22 openssh on windows system.

```
$ssh -v <target host>
```

- The connection is established and the target file system (C:\Program Files\OpenSSH) files can be accessed

5. PERUSAL ON PRESENT PREVENTIVE MEASURES AGAINST SYN FLOODING

Now, the implemented SYN flood attack is to be solved, so that an attack free data transmission in the cloud network is to be achieved. Amongst, there are a various techniques that could find a solution to this attack. On the overlook of this attack, a beginner could analyze on an idea about increasing the TCB backlog size. But the fact to be noted behind is that, an attacker is ready to flood, that extent too. Thus, there are various factors analyzed and a few of them include by reducing the time-out time of the half opened connections. The usage of SYN cookies and SYN caches are also been analyzed. Apart, ingressive filters, firewalls and proxies, active monitoring of packets, allocation of a TCB only after a successful connection establishment is made, etc. are also been analyzed.

However, there are enough difficulties faced with this technique, in a sense to not satisfying the exact requirement, i.e., for each type of remedy, the hacker dominates with its advanced version. For the above said preventive measures, each faces its own demerits like implementation costs, heavy traffic, improper functioning, altering the design goals of the protocol. Some of the techniques are in the shoddier part as they would lack the basic functionalities and qualities of TCP.

Moreover, that software trying to get rid of SYN Flooding too possess some other demerits such as the user unfriendliness, uneasy to adopt, implementation risks etc. and prevent from being recognized as a standard.

6. PROPOSED MEASURE FOR SYN FLOODING ATTACK

To vandalize the SYN Flooding attack, the proposed technique could serve to achieve the goal and get rid of the DDoS. On an assay at this attack, it is proven that there must be some mechanism implemented around the TCB. Hence, a script to restrict the packet entry is interspersed. The source IP address of each packet is analysed. When the full backlog consists of more number of packets than the threshold level, then that particular IP address is tagged as malware and future packets from the corresponding IP address is not entertained. Thus, those packets from such type of IP address don’t get into, leading to the avoidance of SYN RECEIVED state. On implementing this, SYN packets from the malware IP address are not accepted or in otherwise said, no response is made.
to those SYN packets, i.e., as a go-getter, TCB
doesn’t enter into SYN RECEIVED state.

Moreover, the corresponding IP address is
stored as a malware address. When the nonempty
backlog state is reached, the script gets activated
and reaps the packets from the corresponding
source IP address and in the future, the packets
from that fastidious IP address is prevented. Apart
from this, after a particular time interval, the
SYNACK packet is retransmitted and if no
response is obtained again, the corresponding
connection is reaped away. The time interval to be
set is directly proportional to the network traffic,
i.e., in case of high or less traffic, a high or low
interval is set. Thus, a reset is made in the TCB
backlog after the stipulated time interval

7. OUTPUT

7.1. WITHOUT USING SYNFLOOD.C

OUTPUT:

1. eth0

Figure 13 Without Using Synflood

7.2. USING SYNFLOOD

$gcc $(libnet-config --defines) -o synflood synflood.c -lnet
$sudo ./synflood <target host><target port> //This program must run as root.

In the above program, the host <target host> is
a Windows machine running an openssh server on
port 22.

7.2.1. To Test the SYNFlooding law using
tcpdump

1. Open the new terminal and type the following
command

$sudo tcpdump -D

Figure 14 Synflooding

2. wlan0
3. ushbon1 (USB bus number 1)
4. ushbon2 (USB bus number 2)
5. ushbon3 (USB bus number 3)
6. ushbon4 (USB bus number 4)
7. ushbon5 (USB bus number 5)
8. ushbon6 (USB bus number 6)
9. ushbon7 (USB bus number 7)
10. any (Pseudo-device that captures on all
interfaces)
11. lo

2. If we are using LAN internet connection select
eth0 option (from the above output)

$sudo tcpdump -i eth0

3. If we are using Wifi internet connection select
wlan0 option (from the above output)

$sudo tcpdump -i wlan0

4. The tcpdump output below shows the spoofed
SYN packets flooding the host from apparently
random IPs

$sudo tcpdump -i wlan0 -nl -c 15 "host <target
host>"

Note:
<target host> - ip address of the server.
6.2 Output using tcpdump tool

7. TO TEST THE SYN FLOODS ATTACK

- While the program is running in attackers system (Linux), legitimate connections cannot be made to port 22 on windows system.
- Try to connect on Ubuntu system (by below given command) to port 22 openssh on windows system and notice how it will be unable to connect (Connection refused) because of sync flooding.

$ssh -v <target host>

7.1. Output for synflood attack

8. TO TEST SYNFLOODING ON HOST (WINDOWS) SYSTEM USING WIRESHARK

The wireshark output below shows the spoofed SYN packets flooding the host from apparently random IPs. While the program is running, legitimate connections cannot be made for victims (windows) system. As seen in the below snapshot, the sync packets are flooded onto the windows system.

8.1. Output for synflooding on host(windows) system using wireshark

Figure 13 SYN Flood attack

Figure 14 Testing SYN Flooding using Wireshark
9. **TO AVOID SYN FLOOD ATTACK**

Two broad classes of solutions to SYN flooding attacks have evolved, corresponding to where the defenses are implemented. The first class of solutions involves hardening the end-host TCP implementation itself, including altering the algorithms and data structures used for connection lookup and establishment, as well as some solutions that diverge from the TCP state machine behavior during connection establishment, as described in RFC 793. The second class involves hardening the network, either to lessen the likelihood of the attack preconditions (an army of controlled hosts or the propagation of IP packets with spoofed source addresses), or to insert middle boxes that can isolate servers on the networks behind them from illegitimate SYN.

10. **CONCLUSION**

The work can prevent link failure, node failure in mesh, star and inner ring networks. The conventional fast transmit and recovery process is retained to avoid congestion issues. In this work, a secure webserver algorithm is embedded with the hardware core (ARM processor) to prevent code crash. Additionally, node can be protected in conjunction with security control (such as physical access, authentication, authorization or network controls) to adequately ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the node link.
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